When The Elephants Dance Tess Uriza Holthe
When people should go to the book stores, search establishment by shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we offer
the ebook compilations in this website. It will unquestionably ease you to see guide When The Elephants Dance Tess Uriza
Holthe as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house,
workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best place within net connections. If you goal to download and install the When
The Elephants Dance Tess Uriza Holthe, it is certainly simple then, previously currently we extend the link to purchase and create
bargains to download and install When The Elephants Dance Tess Uriza Holthe in view of that simple!

way to a new life in India during the 1920s. all is the malevolent presence of a disturbed
As the Kaisar-I-Hind weighs anchor for
schoolboy named Guy Glover. From the
Bombay in the autumn of 1928, its
parties of the wealthy Bombay socialites to
passengers ponder their fate in a distant
the poverty of Tamarind Street, from the
land. They are part of the “Fishing
sooty streets of London to the genteel
Fleet”—the name given to the legions of conversation of the Bombay Yacht Club,
English women who sail to India each year East of the Sun takes us back to a world we
in search of husbands, heedless of the life
hardly understand but yearn to know. This
that awaits them. The inexperienced
is a book that has it all: glorious detail,
Set against the backdrop of the French
chaperone Viva Holloway has been
fascinating characters, and masterful
Riviera and Italy, a collection of
entrusted to watch over three unsettling
storytelling.
interconnected stories follows group of
charges. There’s Rose, as beautiful as she From acclaimed author Dinaw Mengestu, a
characters whose lives are linked by the
is na ve, who plans to marry a cavalry
recipient of the National Book
5:45 train to Cannes.
From award winner Julia Gregson, author officer she has met a mere handful of times. Foundation’s 5 Under 35 award, The
Her bridesmaid, Victoria, is hell-bent on
New Yorker’s 20 Under 40 award, and a
of Jasmine Nights, this sweeping
international bestseller brilliantly captures losing her virginity en route before finding a 2012 MacArthur Foundation genius grant,
husband of her own. And shadowing them comes an unforgettable love story about a
the lives of three young women on their
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searing affair between an American woman command. Writing within the grand
realism, and baroque splendor and excess.
and an African man in 1970s America and tradition of Naipul, Greene, and Achebe, This collection features his best-known
an unflinching novel about the
Mengestu gives us a political novel that is
story, “The Woman Who Had Two
fragmentation of lives that straddle
also a transfixing portrait of love and grace, Navels,” centered on Philippine emigrants
countries and histories. All Our Names is
of self-determination and the names we are living in Hong Kong and later expanded
the story of two young men who come of
given and the names we earn. This eBook into a novel, the much-anthologized stories
age during an African revolution, drawn
edition includes a Reading Group Guide. “May Day Eve” and “The Summer
from the safe confines of the university
Celebrating the centennial of his birth, the Solstice” and a canonic play, A Portrait of
campus into the intensifying clamor of the first-ever U.S. publication of Philippine
the Artist as Filipino. As Penguin Classics
streets outside. But as the line between
writer Nick Joaquin’s seminal works, with previously launched his countryman Jose
idealism and violence becomes increasingly a foreword by PEN/Open Book
Rizal to a wide audience, now Joaquin will
blurred, the friends are driven apart—one Award–winner Gina Apostol A New York find new readers with the first American
into the deepest peril, as the movement
Times Book Review Editor's Choice Nick collection of his work. Introduction and
gathers inexorable force, and the other into Joaquin is widely considered one of the
Suggestions for Further Reading by Vicente
the safety of exile in the American Midwest. greatest Filipino writers, but he has
L. Rafael For more than seventy years,
There, pretending to be an exchange
remained little-known outside his home
Penguin has been the leading publisher of
student, he falls in love with a social worker country despite writing in English. Set amid classic literature in the English-speaking
and settles into small-town life. Yet this idyll the ruins of Manila devastated by World
world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
is inescapably darkened by the secrets of his War II, his stories are steeped in the post- Classics represents a global bookshelf of the
past: the acts he committed and the work he colonial anguish and hopes of his era and best works throughout history and across
left unfinished. Most of all, he is haunted by resonate with the ironic perspectives on
genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
the beloved friend he left behind, the
colonial history of Gabriel García
series to provide authoritative texts
charismatic leader who first guided him to Márquez and Mario Vargas Llosa. His
enhanced by introductions and notes by
revolution and then sacrificed everything to work meditates on the questions and
distinguished scholars and contemporary
ensure his freedom. Elegiac, blazing with
challenges of the Filipino individual’s new authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
insights about the physical and emotional freedom after a long history of colonialism, award-winning translators.
geographies that circumscribe our lives, All exploring folklore, centuries-old Catholic
Two Brothers, Twelve Months, and One
Our Names is a marvel of vision and tonal rites, the Spanish colonial past, magical
Filmmaking Hell-Ride to Keep a Promise
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her understanding of what makes a house a suggested in the classic novel Peter Pan. Fox's
to Their Father
home.
dazzling prose and elegant insights into love
In the Country
Wendy has long heard the family legend -and loss make this story universal; the
NOVELS FOR STUDENTS
characters and their heartache make this novel
madness strikes the Darling women at a
Timeshares
certain age, traditionally after romance visits deeply personal. The Lost Girls contemplates
The Good Women of China
In this “vividly written” novel, an architect in the form of an overgrown boy. The Darling the contradictory human yearnings for
returns to her childhood home on the coast girl will fall in love, the boy will desert, and the freedom and safety, flight and stability in a
girl is left on her heels, heartbroken and
moving and ultimately uplifting story of
of Maine—where startling family secrets
flirting ever after with lunacy's lure. Wendy motherhood, love, and reenchantment that
come out of the woodwork (Kirkus). Gina
speaks to women of all ages.
Gilbert has designed an ideal life for herself in knows she should be grateful for her
Lily is the daughter of a humble farmer, and to
San Francisco. But when a car accident takes childhood adventure, but instead she finds
herself adrift; resenting the heartache-turned- her family she is just another expensive mouth
her parents’ lives, she finds herself drawn
eccentricity of her mother; envious of the
to feed. Then the local matchmaker delivers
back to the New England home where she
startling news: if Lily's feet are bound
was raised. Facing grief and painful memories oddball antics of her Great-Nana; and
consumed by the mystery of her grandmother properly, they will be flawless. In nineteenthof the past, Gina turn to her skills as an
architect—dissecting her old home, and the Jane, whose disappearance following her own century China, where a woman's eligibility is
generations of secrets it conceals. The Gilbert youthful romance remains unsolved. When judged by the shape and size of her feet, this is
extraordinary good luck. Lily now has the
family’s story unfolds room by room: from Wendy falls in love with Freeman, an
exuberant and irreverent man-child himself, power to make a good marriage and change
the darkroom where Gina’s gentle but
passive father ran his photography business she finds herself perpetuating the pattern she the fortunes of her family. To prepare for her
thought she had missed. And then along
new life, she must undergo the agonies of
to the kitchen where her volatile mother
comes her daughter, Berry, the precocious
footbinding, learn nu shu, the famed secret
toiled under the weight of dashed dreams.
But when Gina and her sister Cassie discover but sullen child with the eyes of a sage. When women's writing, and make a very special
it is Berry's time to go off to The Neverland, friend, Snow Flower. But a bitter reversal of
that a trove of historically significant letters
Wendy, like so many mothers before her,
fortune is about to change everything.
have gone missing, long-buried truths are
An unprecedented, intimate account of the
revealed, and family myths begin to unravel. questions who she has become. Is she
"barking mad"? Is Berry? Wendy's journey to lives of modern Chinese women, told by the
To find the healing she needs, Gina must
women themselves -- true stories of the
search the recesses of her heart, and reawaken self-realization takes flight from the themes
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political and personal upheavals they have
also talk about love -- about how, despite
endured in their chaotic and repressive
cruelty, despite politics, the urge to nurture
society For eight groundbreaking years,
and cherish remains. Their stories changed
Xinran hosted a radio program in China
Xinran’s understanding of China forever.
during which she invited women to call in and Her book will reveal the lives of Chinese
talk about themselves. Broadcast every
women to the West as never before.
evening, Words on the Night Breeze became The River Why
famous throughout the country for its
The Lost Girls
unflinching portrayal of what it meant to be a Free Food for Millionaires
woman in modern China. Centuries of
A Novel of World War II and the Red Ball
obedience to their fathers, husbands and sons, Express
followed by years of fear under Communism, Liberation Road
had made women terrified of talking openly With his acclaimed novels of World
War II, David L. Robbins awakened
about their feelings. Xinran won their trust
and, through her compassion and ability to a generation to the drama,
tragedy, and heroism of some of
listen, became the first woman to hear their history’s greatest battles. Now he
true stories. This unforgettable book is the
delivers a gripping and authentic
story of how Xinran negotiated the minefield story set against one of our
of restrictions imposed on Chinese journalists greatest wartime achievements: the
Red Ball Express, six thousand
to reach out to women across the country.
trucks and twenty-three thousand
Through the vivid intimacy of her writing,
men–most of them Africanthese women confide in the reader, sharing American–who forged a lifeline of
their deepest secrets. Whether they are the
supplies in the Allied struggle to
privileged wives of party leaders or peasants in liberate France. June 1944. The
a forgotten corner of the countryside, they tell Allies deliver a staggering blow
to Hitler’s Atlantic fortress,
of almost inconceivable suffering: forced
marriages, sexual abuse, separation of parents leaving the beaches and bluffs of
Normandy strewn with corpses. The
from their children, extreme poverty. But they Germans have only one chance to
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stop the immense invasion–by
bottling up the Americans on the
Cotentin Peninsula. There, in
fields crisscrossed with dense
hedgerows, many will meet their
death while others will search for
signs of life. Among the latter
are two very different men, each
with his own demons to fight and
his own reasons to risk his life
for his fellow man. Joe Amos Biggs
is an invisible “colored” driver
in the Red Ball Express, the
unheralded convoy of trucks that
serves as a precious lifeline to
the front. Delivering fuel and
ammunition to men whose survival
depends on the truckers, Joe Amos
finds himself hungering to make
his mark and propelled into battle
among those who don’t see him as
an equal–but will need him to be a
hero. A chaplain in the
demoralized 90th Infantry, Rabbi
Ben Kahn is a veteran of the first
great war and old enough to be the
father of the GIs he tends.
Searching for the truth about his
own son, a downed pilot missing in
action, Kahn finds himself dueling
with God, wading into combat
without a gun, and becoming a
leader among men in need of
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someone–anyone–to follow. The
prize: the liberation of Paris,
where a ruthless American traitor
known as Chien Blanc–White
Dog–grows fat and rich in the
black market. Whatever the
occupied city’s destiny, destroyed
or freed, he will win. The fates
of these three men will collide,
hurtling toward an uncommon
destiny in which people commit
deeds they cannot foresee and can
never truly explain. From the
screams of German .88 howitzers to
the last whispers of dying young
soldiers, Robbins captures war in
all its awful fullness. And
through the eyes of his unique
characters, he leaves us with a
mature, brilliant, and memorable
vision of humanity in the face of
inhumanity itself.
A Study Guide for Tess Uriza
Holthe's "When the Elephants
Dance," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Novels for Students.
This concise study guide includes
plot summary; character analysis;
author biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions
for further reading; and much
more. For any literature project,
trust Novels for Students for all

of your research needs.
National Bestseller “A funny, sad,
nasty little gem of a novel.”—Jay
McInerney In bestselling author
Jennifer Belle’s debut novel,
Going Down, Belle introduces
readers to Bennington Bloom, a
coed working her way through
college. As a call girl. With a
sharp eye for satire and a keen
comic sense, Belle chronicles
nineteen-year-old Bennington’s
high-pressure adventures. Stuck
with an ulcer, a father who loves
his dog like a daughter, a shrink
who is hard of hearing, and New
York University tuition to worry
about, she's working overtime to
keep it all together and doing
what she can to survive. Spending
the night in an abandoned hotel
pool, punching pushy old women on
the subway, Bennington is at an
all-time low, and things are only
going down from there. A witty
take on making it in the city,
Going Down showcases Jennifer
Belle’s unerring gift for
capturing the absurdities of dayto-day life. Funny and intelligent
with an endearingly skewed take on
life, Belle is the real thing.
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Two
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starcrossed magicians engage in a
deadly game of cunning in the
spellbinding novel that captured
the world's imagination. • "Part
love story, part fable ... defies
both genres and expectations."
—The Boston Globe The circus
arrives without warning. No
announcements precede it. It is
simply there, when yesterday it
was not. Within the black-andwhite striped canvas tents is an
utterly unique experience full of
breathtaking amazements. It is
called Le Cirque des Rêves, and it
is only open at night. But behind
the scenes, a fierce competition
is underway: a duel between two
young magicians, Celia and Marco,
who have been trained since
childhood expressly for this
purpose by their mercurial
instructors. Unbeknownst to them
both, this is a game in which only
one can be left standing. Despite
the high stakes, Celia and Marco
soon tumble headfirst into love,
setting off a domino effect of
dangerous consequences, and
leaving the lives of everyone,
from the performers to the
patrons, hanging in the balance.
An Infinite Number Of Parallel
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after he has carefully pieced a new thrills and danger...
life together, Fee takes a job at a
In these nine globe-trotting tales,
private school near his hometown. Mia Alvar gives voice to the women
There he meets a young student,
and men of the Philippines and its
Arden, who, to his shock, is the
diaspora. From teachers to
picture of Peter—and the son of his housemaids, from mothers to sons,
old choir director. Told with “the Alvar’s stories explore the
From the best-selling author of
universal experiences of loss,
How To Write an Autobiographical force of a dream and the heft of a
life” (Annie Dillard), this is a
displacement, and the longing to
Novel, Alexander Chee's awardconnect across borders both real
winning debut is "One of the great haunting, lyrically written debut
novel that marked Chee “as a major and imagined. In the Country speaks
queer novels . . . of our
to the heart of everyone who has
time."—Brandon Taylor, GQ Twelve-talent whose career will bear
watching” (Publisher’s Weekly). ever searched for a place to call
year-old Fee is a shy KoreanAmerican boy growing up in Maine Sixteen original stories about taking home—and marks the arrival of a
whose powerful soprano voice wins your dream vacation-in any era you formidable new voice in literature.
Champagne, France, 1800. Twentyhim a place as section leader of the desire. Take a vacation through
time with the help of a Time Travel year-old Barbe-Nicole inherited Le
first sopranos in his local boys
Agency offering excursions into the Nez (an uncanny sense of smell)
choir. But when, on a retreat, Fee
past and future. Readers will find
from her great-grandfather, a
discovers how the director treats
the boys he makes section leader, themselves in exotic, adventurous renowned champagne maker.
he is so ashamed, he says nothing locales-and in all manner of trouble Determined to use Le Nez to make
of the abuse, not even when Peter, and mysteries. And figures from the great champagne, she learns her
childhood sweetheart, Fran ois
Fee’s best friend, is in line to be past will be able to squeak by the
other way. Picture Cleopatra in
Clicquot, wants to start a winery
next. The director is eventually
modern-day New York City, or
and marries him despite his mental
arrested, and Fee tries to forgive
Hannibal searching for elephants at illness. Her husband's tragic death
himself for his silence. But when
Wisconsin's Circus World. And
forces her to become Veuve
Peter takes his own life, Fee
that's just the beginning of the
(Widow) Clicquot and grapple with
blames only himself. Years later,

Universes
Snow Flower and the Secret Fan
Once Upon a Sunset
A Study Guide for Tess Uriza
Holthe's "when the Elephants
Dance."
All Our Names
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a domineering partner, the
complexities of making champagne,
and six Napoleon wars, which
cripple her ability to sell
champagne. When she falls in love
with her sales manager, Louis
Bohne, who asks her to marry, she
must choose between losing her
winery to her husband, as dictated
by Napoleon Code, or losing Louis.
In the ultimate showdown, Veuve
Clicquot risks imprisonment and
even death, defying Napoleon
himself.
Does the Elephant Dance?
Sacred Hearts
The Things We Cannot Say
Dusk
The Night Circus
In this One Book, One New York 2019
nominee from the author of National Book
Award Finalist Pachinko, the KoreanAmerican daughter of first-generation
immigrants strives to join Manhattan's
inner circle. Meet Casey Han: a strongwilled, Queens-bred daughter of Korean
immigrants immersed in a glamorous
Manhattan lifestyle she can't afford. Casey

is eager to make it on her own, away from geography it spans.” — Ben Fountain,
the judgements of her parents' tight-knit
PEN/Hemingway award-winning author of
community, but she soon finds that her
Brief Encounters with Che Guevera
Princeton economics degree isn't enough to “Tenorio is a deep and original writer, and
rid her of ever-growing credit card debt and Monstress is simply a beautiful book.”
a toxic boyfriend. When a chance encounter —Jessica Hagedorn, author of Dogeaters A
with an old friend lands her a new
luminous collection of heartbreaking, vivid,
opportunity, she's determined to carve a
startling, and gloriously unique stories set
space for herself in a glittering world of
amongst the Filipino-American
privilege, power, and wealth-but at what
communities of California and the
cost? Set in a city where millionaires
Philippines, Monstress heralds the arrival of
scramble for the free lunches the poor are a breathtaking new talent on the literary
too proud to accept, this sharp-eyed epic of scene: Lysley Tenorio. Already the worthy
love, greed, and ambition is a compelling recipient of a Pushcart Prize, a Whiting
portrait of intergenerational strife,
Writer’s Award, and a Stegner Fellowship,
immigrant struggle, and social and
Tenorio brilliantly explores the need to find
economic mobility. Addictively readable, connections, the melancholy of isolation,
Min Jin Lee's bestselling debut Free Food and the sometimes suffocating ties of family
for Millionaires exposes the intricate layers in tales that range from a California army
of a community clinging to its old ways in a base to a steamy moviehouse in Manilla, to
city packed with haves and have-nots.
the dangerous false glitter of Hollywood.
“The debut of an electric literary talent.
Anatomy of a Soldier is a stunning first
Brilliantly quirky, often moving, always
novel—of patriotism, heroism, and profound
gorgeously told….Bravo for this fabulous humanism—that will immediately take its
American fiction!” —Chang-Rae Lee, New place on the shelf of classics about what it
York Times bestselling author of Native
truly means to be at war. Let’s imagine a
Speaker “A wonderful story collection
man called Captain Tom Barnes, aka
that’s as wide and rich and complex as the BA5799, who’s leading British troops in
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the war zone. And two boys growing up
hope, created out of something hopeless and unfurls over the next several years, we
together there, sharing a prized bicycle and dehumanizing, it makes art out of pain and watch her in this "treacherous paradise," as
flying kites before finding themselves
suffering and takes its place in a long and she wrestles with a constant, wrenching
estranged once foreign soldiers appear in
rich line of novels that articulate the lives loneliness and with the racism she's meant
their countryside. And then there’s the man that soldiers lead. In the boom of an instant, to unthinkingly adopt. And as her life
who trains one of them to fight against the and in decades of very different lives and becomes increasingly intertwined with the
other’s father and all these infidel invaders. experiences, we see things we’ve never
prostitutes, she moves inexorably toward
Then imagine the family and friends who understood so clearly before.
the moment when she will make a decision
radiate out from these lives, people on all From the internationally acclaimed author that defies every expectation society has of
sides of this conflict where virtually
her, and, more importantly, those she has of
of the Wallander crime series, a dramatic
everyone is caught up in the middle of
new standalone novel set in turn-of-theherself.
something unthinkable. But then regard
century Sweden and Mozambique, whose Champagne Widows
them not as they see themselves but as all indomitable female protagonist is awoken Edinburgh
the objects surrounding them do: shoes and from naiveté by her exposure to racism, and The Five-Forty-Five to Cannes
boots, a helmet, a bag of fertilizer, a medal, by her own unexpected inner strengths.
Going Down
a beer glass, a snowflake, dog tags, and a
Cold and poverty define Hanna Renström's The Last Time I Saw Mother
horrific improvised explosive device that
childhood in remote northern Sweden, and “Papa explains the war like this: ‘When the
elephants dance, the chickens must be
binds them all together by blowing one of in 1905, at 19, she boards a ship for
them apart—forty-five different narrators in Australia in hope of a better life. But none careful.’ The great beasts, as they circle one
all, including the multiple medical
of her hopes--or fears--prepares her for the another, shaking the trees and trumpeting
implements subsequently required to keep life she will lead. After 2 brief marriages, loudly, are the Amerikanos and the Japanese as
they fight. And our Philippine Islands? We are
Captain Barnes alive. The result is a novel she finds herself a widow twice over, and
the small chickens.” Once in a great while
that reveals not only an author with a
the owner of a bordello in Portuguese East
comes a storyteller who can illuminate worlds
striking literary talent and intelligence but Africa, a world where colonialism and
large and small, in ways both magical and true
also the lives of people—whether husband orwhite supremacy rule, where she is isolated to life. When the Elephants Dance is set in the
wife, father or mother, son or daughter—whowithin society by her profession and her
waning days of World War II, as the Japanese
are part of this same heart-stopping journey. sex, and, among the bordello's black
and the Americans engage in a fierce battle for
A work of extraordinary humanity and
prostitutes, by her colour. As Hanna's story possession of the Philippine Islands. Through
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the eyes of three narrators, thirteen-year-old
and no contacts. When identical twin brothers Charlotte's past. This unusual guest list makes
Alejandro Karangalan, his spirited older sister Logan and Noah Miller's homeless father died for an unforgettable birthday celebration for
Isabelle, and Domingo, a passionate guerilla
alone in a jail cell, they vowed, come hell or
Emerald and an evening of the past literally
commander, we see how ordinary people find high water, that their film, Touching Home,
coming back to haunt Charlotte.
hope for survival where none seems to exist.
would be made as a dedication to their love for “Papa explains the war like this: ‘When the
While the Karangalan family and their
him. Either You're in or You're in the Way is elephants dance, the chickens must be careful.’
neighbors huddle together for survival in the
the amazing story of how—without a dime to The great beasts, as they circle one another,
cellar of a house, they tell magical stories to
their names nor a single meaningful contact in shaking the trees and trumpeting loudly, are the
one another based on Filipino myth that
Hollywood—they managed to write, produce, Amerikanos and the Japanese as they fight.
transport the listeners from the chaos of the war direct, and act in a feature film alongside four- And our Philippine Islands? We are the small
chickens.” Once in a great while comes a
around them and give them new resolve to
time Academy Award-nominated actor Ed
continue fighting. Outside the safety of their
Harris and fellow nominees Brad Dourif and
storyteller who can illuminate worlds large and
refuge the war rages on—fiery bombs torch the Robert Forster. Either You're in or You're in
small, magical and true to life. When the
countryside, Japanese soldiers round up and
the Way tells of the desperate struggle of two Elephants Dance introduces us to the
interrogate innocent people, and from the hills sons fighting to keep a vow to their father, and incandescent voice of Tess Uriza Holthe, who
guerilla fighters wage a desperate campaign
in so doing, creating a better life for
sets her remarkable first novel in the waning
days of World War II, as the Japanese and the
against the enemy. Inside the cellar, these men, themselves. A modern-day Horatio Alger on
women, and children put their hopes and
steroids, this fast-paced thrill ride of heartbreak Americans engage in a fierce battle for
dreams on hold as they wait out the war. This and redemption will both captivate and inspire. possession of the Philippine Islands. The
stunning debut novel celebrates with richness It's rural England, just after the turn of the last Karangalan family and their neighbors huddle
and depth the spirit of the Filipino people and century. Charlotte married Edward Shift after for survival in the cellar of a house a few miles
their fascinating story and marks the
the sudden death of her first husband, Horace from Manila. Outside the safety of their little
introduction of an author who will join the
Torrington. They live at Sterne, the home they refuge the war rages on—fiery bombs torch the
ranks of writers such as Arundhati Roy, Manil are in danger of losing due to a financial crisis, beautiful Filipino countryside, Japanese
Suri, and Amy Tan.
with Charlotte's 3 children: Emerald, Clovis
soldiers round up and interrogate innocent
The hilarious, implausible, and touching story and Smudge. On the day of Emerald's birthday people, and from the hills guerillas wage a
of twin brothers accomplishing the
party, a terrible train wreck occurs on a branch desperate campaign against the enemy. Inside
impossible—making a feature film (with a cast line and the stranded passengers seek refuge at the cellar, these men, women, and children put
and crew with 11 Academy Awards and 26
Sterne. Among these passengers is Charlie
their hopes and dreams on hold as they wait out
nominations) with no experience, no money
Traversham-Beechers, a sketchy figure from
the war, only emerging to look for food, water,
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and medicine. Through the eyes of three
and lola, her grandmother. This stunning debut
narrators, thirteen-year-old Alejandro
novel is the first to celebrate in such richness
Karangalan, his spirited older sister Isabelle,
and depth the spirit of the Filipino people and
and Domingo, a passionate guerilla
their fascinating story and marks the
commander, we see how ordinary people must introduction of a talented new author who will
learn to live in the midst of extraordinary
join the ranks of writers such as Arundhati
uncertainty, how they must find hope for
Roy, Manil Suri, and Amy Tan.
survival where none seems to exist. They find The Woman Who Had Two Navels and Tales
this hope in the dramatic history of the
of the Tropical Gothic
Philippine Islands and the passion and bravery A Study Guide for Tess Uriza Holthe's "When
the Elephants Dance"
of its people. Crowded together in the cellar,
the Karangalans and their friends and neighbors History of the Philippines
Dream House
tell magical stories to one another based on
Filipino myth and legend to fuel their courage, When the Elephants Dance
pass the time, and teach important lessons. The In her delightful reimagining of A
group is held spellbound by these stories,
Midsummer’s Night Dream, Amanda
which feature a dazzling array of ghosts,
Craig slyly serves up a witty cross-cultural
witches, supernatural creatures, and courageous farce, a modern-day tale of love and lies set
Filipinos who changed the course of history
against the magical landscape of Tuscany.
with their actions. These profoundly moving
When Theo, a workaholic lawyer, his
stories transport the listeners from the chaos of
English wife Polly, and their two children
the war around them and give them new
rent an idyllic Italian villa, they expect a
resolve to fight on. With When the Elephants
Dance Holthe has not only written a gripping relaxing summer holiday together. Polly,
narrative of how Alejandro, Isabelle, Domingo with her loved ones’ romantic interests at
heart, has invited an eccentric mix of
and their community fight for survival, but a
friends and family along--including three
loving tribute to the magical realism that
infuses Filipino culture. The stories shared by eligible bachelors, a former model, an
her characters are based on the same tales
Indian-British divorcee with a young son,
handed down to Holthe from her Filipino father and her own appalling mother-in-law. They
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soon discover the Casa Luna is a strange,
enchanted place where people find their
heart's desire—but at a price. Everyone falls
in love, though not with the people they
expect, and the results are surprising and
hilarious.
When the opera diva Madame SoSo gets
laryngitis, her singing cat Alma fills in for
her.
The classic novel of fly fishing and
spirituality, originally published in 1983.
Since its publication in 1983, THE RIVER
WHY has become a classic. David James
Duncan's sweeping novel is a coming-ofage comedy about love, nature, and the
quest for self-discovery, written in a voice
as distinct and powerful as any in American
letters. Gus Orviston is a young fly
fisherman who leaves behind his comically
schizoid family to find his own path. Taking
refuge in a remote cabin, he sets out in
pursuit of the Pacific Northwest's elusive
steelhead. But what begins as a physical
quarry becomes a spiritual one as his quest
for self-knowledge batters him with
unforeseeable experiences. Profoundly
reflective about our connection to nature
and to one another, THE RIVER WHY is
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hospital, she uses her career to distract herself from
also a comedic rollercoaster. Like Gus, the Northern Lights
With Dusk (originally published in the Philippines her grief over her granny’s death and her breakup
reader emerges utterly changed, stripped
from her long-term boyfriend after her free-spirited
as Po-on), F. Sionil Jose begins his five-novel
bare by the journey Duncan so expertly
Rosales Saga, which the poet and critic Ricaredo mother moves in with her. But when she makes a
navigates.
medical decision that disparages the hospital, she is
Demetillo called "the first great Filipino novels
From ancient Malay settlements to Spanish written in English." Set in the 1880s, Dusk records forced to go on a short sabbatical. Never one to
colonization, the American occupation and the exile of a tenant family from its village and the wallow, Diana decides to use the break to put order
beyond, A History of the Philippines recasts new life it attempts to make in the small town of in her life, when her mother, Margo, stumbles upon
various Philippine narratives with an eye for Rosales. Here commences the epic tale of a family a box of letters from her grandfather, Antonio Cruz,
unwillingly thrown into the turmoil of history. But to her grandmother from the 1940s. The two
the layers of colonial and post-colonial
women always believed that Antonio died in World
this is more than a historical novel; it is also the
history that have created this diverse and
eternal story of man's tortured search for true faith War II, but the letters reveal otherwise. When they
fascinating population. A History of the
learn that he lived through the war, and that they
and the larger meaning of existence. Jose has
Philippines begins with the pre-Westernized achieved a fiction of extraordinary scope and
have surviving relatives in the Philippines, Diana
becomes determined to connect with the family that
Philippines in the 16th century and
passion, a book as meaningful to Philippine
literature as One Hundred Years of Solitude is to she never knew existed, though Margo refuses to
continues through the 1899 PhilippineLatin American literature. "The foremost Filipino face her history. But Diana pushes on, and heads on
American War, the nation's relationship
a once-in-a-lifetime trip that challenges her
with the United States' controlling presence, novelist in English, his novels deserve a much
identity, family history, and her idea of romantic
wider readership than the Philippines can
culminating with its independence in 1946 offer."--Ian Buruma, New York Review of Books love that could change her life forever. Infused
and two ongoing insurgencies, one Islamic "Tolstoy himself, not to mention Italo Svevo,
with Tif Marcelo’s signature “sexy, adorable, and
heartfelt” (Kate Meader, USA TODAY bestselling
and one Communist. Luis H. Francia
would envy the author of this story."--Chicago
author) voice, Once Upon a Sunset is a moving and
creates an illuminating portrait that offers Tribune
The author of The Key to Happily Ever After—“a lyrical celebration of love, family, and second
the reader valuable insights into the heart
chances.
and soul of the modern Filipino, laying bare true gem filled with heart, laughs, and a cast of
delightful characters” (Nina Bocci, USA TODAY Four friends from wildly different backgrounds
the multicultural, multiracial society of
bestselling author)—returns with a heartwarming have bonded over Dungeons & Dragons since the
contemporary times.
and charming novel about a woman who travels to sixth grade. Now they're facing senior year and a
major shift in their own universes. Math whiz
East of the Sun
the Philippines to reconnect with her long-lost
family…and manages to find herself along the way. Archie is struggling with his parents' divorce after
Contemporary Indian Foreign Policy
his dad comes out as gay. Mari is terrified of her
Diana Gallagher-Cary is at a tipping point. As a
Monstress
adoptive mother's life-altering news. Dante is
Washington, DC, OB/GYN at a prestigious
Either You're in or You're in the Way
carrying around a huge secret that is proving
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impossible to keep hidden. And when Sam gets
can be married. But little by little, injustice by
and the Spring of 1941. The story is told
dumped by the love of his life, everyone is ready to brutal injustice, the Nazi occupation takes hold, and from the perspective of an unnamed
join him on a cross-country quest to win her back. Alina’s tiny rural village, its families, are divided
narrator, a German engine-fitter who has
The four quickly discover that the road is not
by fear and hate. Then, as the fabric of their lives is
escaped from a Nazi concentration camp (in
forgiving, and that real life is no game. They must slowly picked apart, Tomasz disappears. Where
face a test of friendship where the stakes are more Alina used to measure time between visits from her fact, for the second time) and fled to Paris.
Here he encounters a fellow escapee who
than just a roll of the dice--they are life and death. beloved, now she measures the spaces between
Now a New York Times bestseller! From the
hope and despair, waiting for word from Tomasz asks him to deliver papers to a German
author of Truths I Never Told You, Before I Let
and avoiding the attentions of the soldiers who
writer called Weidel. The narrator finds
You Go, and the The Warsaw Orphan, Kelly
patrol her parents’ farm. But for now, even
Weidel already dead and assumes his
Rimmer’s powerful WWII novel follows a
deafening silence is preferable to grief. Slipping
identity, hoping to make use of his visa for
woman’s urgent search for answers to a family
between Nazi-occupied Poland and the frenetic
Mexico. When he reaches Marseilles to
mystery that uncovers truths about herself that she pace of modern life, Kelly Rimmer creates an
never expected. “Kelly Rimmer has outdone
emotional and finely wrought narrative. The Things avoid recapture he adds the papers of
herself. I thought that Before I Let You Go was one We Cannot Say is an unshakable reminder of the another deceased German, one Seidler, so
of the best novels I had ever read…If you only have devastation when truth is silenced…and how it can from this point onwards he is juggling with
time to read one book this year The Things We
take a lifetime to find our voice before we learn to
three separate identities: those of Weidel,
Cannot Say should be that book. Keep tissues
trust it. Don’t miss Kelly Rimmer’s latest gripping
Seidler, and his own.
handy.”—Fresh Fiction “Fans of The Nightingale novel, The German Wife. For more by Kelly
"My mother never writes. So when the mail
and Lilac Girls will adore The Things We Cannot Rimmer, look for Before I Let You Go Truths I
arrived that day, I was not expecting to find
Say.” —Pam Jenoff, New York Times bestselling Never Told You The Warsaw Orphan
author In 1942, Europe remains in the relentless
Stories
a letter from her. There was no warning."
grip of war. Just beyond the tents of the Russian
A novel
Between generations of women, there are
A Treacherous Paradise
refugee camp she calls home, a young woman
always secrets--relationships kept hidden,
speaks her wedding vows. It’s a decision that will Love in Idleness
past events obscured, true feelings not
Opera Cat
alter her destiny…and it’s a lie that will remain
buried until the next century. Since she was nine
Seghers wrote Transit while living in exile, spoken. But sometimes the truth is so
primal it must be told. Now, with haunting
years old, Alina Dziak knew she would marry her fleeing her Nazi persecutors. The novel
best friend, Tomasz. Now fifteen and engaged,
captures the moods and motives of refugees lyricism and emotional clarity, Arlene Chai
Alina is unconcerned by reports of Nazi soldiers at
has written an exquisite novel about a
the Polish border, believing her neighbors that they from Hitler's Germany attempting to leave
family of women who break their silence.
pose no real threat, and dreams instead of the day France via the seaport of Marseilles
At the center of The Last Time I Saw
between the French capitulation in 1940
Tomasz returns from college in Warsaw so they
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Mother is the singular story of a woman whodaughters. It is about a cultural identity born She Weeps Each Time You're Born
suddenly learns she is not who she thinks of Spanish, Chinese, and Filipino influence. Condemned by sixteenth-century demands for
she is. Caridad is a wife and mother, a
And it is about the healing power of truth. lucrative dowries in order to marry, young Serafina
is ripped from an illicit love affair and confined in
native of the Philippines living in Sydney, Arlene Chai is one of the most stunning
a Renaissance Italy convent, a situation against
Australia. Out of the blue Caridad's mother new novelists in years. She takes us to a
which she passionately rebels and reminds the
summons her home. Although she is not ill, place we have never been before.
convent's doctor of her own unhappy early years.
Thelma needs to talk to her daughter -- to Surveys the main features of contemporary 200,000 first printing.
Set in the Arrowhead country of Minnesota, Paul
reveal a secret that has been weighing
Indian foreign policy.
heavily on her for years. It is a tale that
Vietnam, 1972: under a full moon, on the and Harvey Perry act out the dreams of their dead
Caridad in no way suspects. She stopped
banks of the Song Ma River, a baby girl is father. Their rivalry spins out of control and ends
in a final test of endurance and survival.
asking questions about the past long ago;
pulled out of her dead mother's grave. This From Indios Bravos to Filipinos
her mother's constant reluctance to answer is Rabbit, who is born with the ability to
The Uninvited Guests
finally subdued her curiosity. Now, it is
speak with the dead. She will flee from her
through the words of Thelma, her aunt
destroyed village with a makeshift family
Emma, and her cousin Ligaya, that Caridad thrown together by war. As Rabbit channels
will learn the startling truth and attempt to the voices of the dead, their chorus
recapture what has been lost to her. Arlene reconstructs the turbulent history of a
Chai tells their versions of the story in their nation, from the days of French Indochina
own voices, each one distinct, moving, and and the World War II rubber plantations to
magical. As each woman tells her part of
the chaos of postwar reunification. Radiant,
their family's hidden history, Caridad hears lyrical, and deeply moving, this is the
at last the unspoken stories--the joys and
unforgettable story of one woman's struggle
sorrows that her parents kept to themselves, to unearth the true history of Vietnam while
and the never forgotten tragedy of the war also carving out a place for herself within it.
years, when Japan's brutal occupation and Anatomy of a Soldier
civilian deprivations helped destroy a
Song of Yvonne
country and its history. The Last Time I
A Novel
Saw Mother is about mothers and
Transit
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